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Amy Ripka, CEO, Lucy Therapeutics, explains how playing the violin professionally is
great training for drug discovery work, why she rejects the command and control approach
modeled by many biotech CEOs, and reveals how climate science and ecology may
contribute to a cure for Alzheimer’s.
In our last “Best Of” installment from 2020, check out the staff’s take on the fourteen most
interesting questions and answers we published last year from our many wonderful What I
Learned contributors. Dorothy Phillips, Chris Bodurow, Tom Lane, Kevin Edgar, Dawn
Mason, Lisa Houston, and eight others are back for an encore appearance.
Four ACS Career Consultants advise on how to enhance your professional visibility during
a time when many of us are working remotely.
Finally, three entrepreneurs identify the most important personality traits and skill sets for
start-up success. Do you have what it takes?
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Four ACS Career Consultants advise on how to increase your professional visibility during
a time when many of us are working remotely. Go to Article

ENTREPRENEURIAL ADVICE
Several entrepreneurs identify the most
important personality traits and skill sets
for start-up success. Do you have what it
takes? Watch the video
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MORE FROM ACS
Upcoming from ACS Webinars

TODAY, join retired CEO of International Solar Electric Technology, Vijay Kapur as he
discusses the energy content of hydrogen compared to natural gas, its cost comparison
with fossil fuels, the role of hydrogen for energy storage, as well as safety issues
concerning the use of hydrogen in various applications. This ACS Webinar is moderated
by Bill Tsuzynski of The Unami Group LLC and co-produced with the Science History
Institute and Chemical & Engineering News. Register for free!
Did you miss a webinar or want to view one again? ACS members have exclusive access
to our expansive library of recordings. Visit the webinar archives to catch up on the latest
recordings.
ACS Fellows Nominations Open through April 1
Recognize an ACS member’s outstanding contributions to science and the profession, as
well as their exemplary service to ACS by nominating them to be an ACS Fellow! The
ACS Fellows Program recognizes members of the ACS for excellence and leadership in
both of two areas: (1) science, the profession, education, and/or management, and (2)
volunteer service in the ACS community. National Committees, Local Sections, Divisions,
International Chemical Sciences Chapters, and individual members may all submit
nominations for ACS Fellows online. Visit the ACS Fellows page on acs.org for complete
nomination details, and please e-mail any questions to fellows@acs.org. Nominations for
ACS Fellows close April 1 – nominate today!
Project SEED alum is a leader in COVID-19 vaccine development
As COVID-19 vaccines roll out around the world, we can thank exceptional scientists,
including one who is an alumna of ACS Project SEED. Dr. Kizzmekia Corbett, a National
Institutes of Health Senior Researcher, leads the team that helped Moderna develop its
highly effective messenger RNA vaccine in record time. Watch a recording of the ACS
Webinar in which Dr. Corbett discusses her work and how Project SEED sparked her
passion for research and provided mentors who helped her envision herself as a
scientist. Please help us to continue to attract bright young people to chemistry by
donating to Project SEED today!
Announcing the ACS Spring 2021 Opening Session and Kavli Lecture Series

Register and join chemical professionals, students, and educators from across the globe
for ACS Spring 2021. The virtual meeting will feature live events, networking
opportunities, award ceremonies, and more!
Kick-off ACS Spring 2021 with the Opening Session, Macromolecular Chemistry: The
Second Century, with our distinguished panel of speakers.
Supramolecular Polymerization: Its Significance and Applications
Professor Takuzo Aida, University of Tokyo
Polymer Networks as Synthetic Extracellular Matrices: Biology in the 4th Dimension
Professor Kristi S. Anseth, University of Colorado
Neofossils: Bio-based Plastics to Sequester CO2
Professor Anthony J. Ryan, University of Sheffield
Don’t miss the Kavli Foundation Lecture Series, which promotes groundbreaking
discoveries and public understanding of the world’s mounting challenges and how
chemistry can provide solutions. Join Professor César de la Fuente for his talk Machine
Biology for Infectious Disease, and Professor Omar Yaghi for this presentation on the
Discovery of Reticular Chemistry of Covalent Organic Frameworks.
Visit the website to register and find the latest information about ACS Spring 2021.
Present Your Research during a Virtual ACS Regional Meeting
The virtual ACS Regional Meetings will feature technical programs to help you stay up-todate on the latest research, professional education workshops, poster presentations,
expositions, and networking opportunities. Learn more about each of the individual
meetings by clicking on the links below.
Northwest Regional Meeting (NORM)
May 9-11
Abstract deadline extended to February 15
Great Lakes Regional Meeting (GLRM)
June 6-9
Abstract Deadline: March 1
Middle Atlantic Regional Meeting (MARM)
June 9-12
Abstracts Deadline: March 8
Turn Your Creativity into Innovation Productivity
Register today for "Innovation Acceleration Methodologies" and learn how to break down
an innovative challenge into a series of simplified-to-refined challenges, find similar
(already resolved) challenges to help the challenge at hand, and more. Register today! **
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Use code ONL2021 to save $200 per course. Members save an additional $200! **
ACS Career Consultant Virtual Office Hours TODAY

Advance your career on the fly! Join an upcoming Virtual Office Hours with ACS Career
Consultants, every Thursday at 12 pm, ET, for casual small-group networking with fellow
ACS members and convenient career advice. Register for free! Schedule a 1:1 session
with an ACS Career Consultant for personalized answers about resume writing, video
interviewing, optimizing your LinkedIn profile, and more. ACS Members only. Find a
Career Consultant and schedule your free career consultation today!
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